COURSE 6440, DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY
STUDY PATH

Project 1
DA Single Storey Residential
NSWTARC502A Produce Development Application
Documents for Class 1 & 10 Single Storey Buildings
CC Single Storey Residential
NSWTARC503A Produce Construction Certificate
Documents for Class 1 & 10 Single Storey Buildings

Project 2
DA Multi-Level Residential
NSWTARC504A Produce Development Application
Documents for Class 1 & 10 Multi-Level Buildings
CC Documents Multi-Level Residential
NSWTARC505A Produce Construction Certificate
Documents for Class 1 & 10 Multi-Level Buildings

Project 3
DA Medium-Density Residential
NSWTARC506A Produce Development Application
Documents for Class 1 & 10 Medium-Density Buildings
CC Medium-Density Residential
NSWTARC507A Produce Construction Certificate
Documents for Class 1 & 10 Medium-Density Buildings

Project 4
DA Low-Rise Residential / Commercial
NSWTARC509A Produce Development Application
Documents for Class 2-9 Low Rise Structures
CC Low-Rise Residential / Commercial
NSWTARC510A Produce Construction Certificate
Documents for Class 2-9 Low Rise Structures

Project 5
DA Medium-Rise Residential / Commercial
NSWTARC511A Produce Development Application
Documents for Class 2-9 Medium Rise Structures
CC Medium-Rise Residential / Commercial
NSWTARC512A Produce Construction Certificate
Documents for Class 2-9 Medium Rise Structures

Residential Administration Documents
NSWTARC501A
Produce Residential Architectural Drafting Office Administration Documents

Commercial Administration Documents
NSWTARC508A
Produce Commercial Architectural Draft Office Administration Documents

Semester 1 full-time

Semester 2 full-time

Semester 3 full-time

Semester 4 full-time